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PREFACE 
 

 
Before we begin this journey, I would first like to thank you for taking the time to read this eBook.  Whether you 

are using it for yourself or using it to help others, I commend you for your efforts.  My name is Joel Younkins, and 

I am a coach, a business owner, and a former athlete.  I grew up playing football and racing dirt bikes, and 

although different, I loved both sports. I was eventually faced with the choice on what I would commit to post 

high school, and it was then that I accepted a football scholarship to Youngstown State University. Even though I 

had to put the dirt bikes away to focus on my football career, my passion for racing never disappeared as I knew 

one day I would be a part of the sport again.  

While playing football, I received a degree in Exercise Science from YSU.  I was also a Student Strength and 

Conditioning Coach at the university for all Olympic Team Sports, and it was during this time that I began 

founding my own training business, Joel Younkins Training.  I now own and operate JYT full-time, located in the 

Youngstown area.  I train various athletes and individuals, but my niche sport is training Motocross and Off-Road 

Racers.  I have trained racers at all levels and of all types, from Mini, Amateur, and Professional Racers to 

GNCC/Enduro Racers, ATV Racers, Vet Motocross Racers, and Weekend Warriors. 

At JYT, my official title is a Physical Preparation Coach.  My responsibility as a coach is to manage and develop all 

the physical needs of an athlete.  Since I’ve started coaching, I have researched and studied training methods 

that stem from various parts of the world. Taken together, these methods can be extremely effective when used 

properly in a training program. 

I want to share these methods with you in order for you to help yourself or to help others.  In my job, I come 

across many situations daily, where I have to say “it depends.”  Training must be tailored to each individual, and 

that is the number one goal for this eBook.  I want you to read this and be able to apply the methods to yourself 

in a customizable way.  If I laid out a program where you plugged in numbers, it would not be as beneficial for you 

as an athlete.  I want you to take the next step and build a sustainable training program with long-term 

development opportunities, and to think about training in a way you never have before. 
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TESTIMONIALS 
 

 
“I began working with Joel in 2011.  Since then, Joel has been a huge part of my program as he has helped me 

properly train and take out any guess work that I used to have in the past.  I have always had the desire and 

motivation to win, but having a coach like Joel to organize my training for myself has taken a huge load off my 

shoulders because I can trust what we are doing.  Also, he understands when it’s time to push and time to back off 

which has been really critical as a professional competing all year round.  And being a professional, it is important for 

me to be on my A Game every round of the GNCC Series.  I truly believe he has helped not only improve my physical 

performance but has helped keep me healthy so I can continue to race since I have never missed a GNCC Race. 

 

Joel is a younger trainer in the sport right now, 

but if you get a chance to train with him or 

speak with him about training, you would 

quickly learn how educated he is about what he 

is doing. As of now, he is definitely underrated in 

my opinion, but I see that changing in a few 

more years...”   

 

-  JA SO N TH O M A S  

G N C C  R A C E R ,  

2 0 1 2  &  2 0 1 5  X C 2  

C H A M P  
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“I was naturally talented growing up and didn't believe in working out as much as I should have. By the time 

professional racing was about to start for me I worked out here and there. I quickly realized when I reached the next 

level, my talent wouldn't get me through, nor let me finish where I wanted to.  After a year and a half of pro racing, I 

wasn't into it anymore so I slowly fell out of racing and started to work different jobs.  

When I turned 24 I found out I was having a baby.  I got back into racing and planned to take it further then I did in 

the past. I started working out a little with some friends and riding constantly. After my first year in Arenacross, I 

knew I had to get a trainer in order to win the Arenacross Series and also to reach my goals in Outdoor Motocross.  I 

had heard about a trainer (Joel Younkins) from a few friends and I figured I would try it out.  

I met with Joel and started training consistently 

and loved it! We did stuff that wasn't typical gym 

stuff, he kept things changing. I pick up on things 

quick so I wouldn’t get burned out repeating the 

same things. My conditioning and strength went 

through the roof.  In the Outdoor Series I would 

normally get tired around 20 minutes and then it 

would be downhill the rest of the way.  Since 

being on the JYT Program I found myself dropping 

my lap times and passing people around 27 to 30 

minutes into the race.  I was 25 years old which is 

considered washed up or past your prime in 

Motocross and I was still getting better and better 

by the month.  

The equipment he has is like no other I have used in other places (Rower, Jacobs Ladder, The Prowler, Free Weights, 

etc.).  Joel isn’t just a trainer that I see at the gym either; he comes to practice with me when he can and any chance 

he has he comes to the races.   He understands training and the sport of racing and when I have trouble with 

something he will focus on that and make sure that we can bring up any weakness we come across. I can say that 

now at 26 years old, I am in better shape than I was at 18 years old and I want to thank Joel Younkins Training.” 

 

-  M IK E  M C DA DE  

A R E N A C R O S S  &  M O T O C R O S S  R A C E R ,  

2 0 1 2  E A S T  C O A S T  A R E N A C R O S S  C H A M P  
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“I am a sixteen year old racer that loves motocross.  In 2012, over Thanksgiving Break, I was in Florida racing the Mini 

O’s when I had an unfortunate accident and broke my hip for the second time.  After the healing process, I started 

training at JYT. This has helped me out so 

much with my strength and conditioning 

and I feel stronger than ever!   Motocross 

means a lot to me and I am very grateful 

that I have Joel Younkins by my side to 

get me to the next level of my racing 

career.” 

 

-  JE RE M Y  H A N D  

P R O  M O T O C R O S S  R A C E R  
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“I am a 52 year old Vet MX Racer and multi-time Vintage National MX Champ.  I started training with Joel Younkins 

about 3 years ago in effort to strengthen my core and lower back.  I was only able to ride 10 minute Moto’s until the 

pain would become too much to handle.  I now can ride 20 minute Moto’s pain free and don't get tired either thanks 

to Joel’s training methods.  I used to just keep 

pushing myself harder and harder to prepare myself 

for the races.  But now I can put trust in Joel’s 

training programs so I don’t have to beat myself up in 

order to compete at the level I want…I am in better 

shape now then I was in my 30's…Thanks Joel!”  

 

-  M IK E  BO GGI A  

M O T O C R O S S  R A C E R ,  

M U L T I - T I M E  N A T I O N A L  

V I N T A G E  C H A M P  
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INTRODUCTORY  
 

 
Motocross and Off-Road Racing is a sport with many variables in play.  For example, let’s compare it to a sport 

like Track and Field; a sport that is considered very raw, there isn’t a lot of changing variables, and it’s a very 

consistent sport compared to others.  It’s much more specific to prepare for, not always easier, but it has a more 

consistent and specific threshold from training to competition. Now consider all the challenges you face on race 

weekend: bike setup, bike skills, track conditions, weather, physical fitness, competitors, and that’s just to name 

a few, and the race hasn’t even begun yet. When dealing with a sport with a high amount of variables, it is always 

best to go back to basics of training to begin your preparation. 

TRAINING IS STRESS 

It’s first important to realize that training is merely 

stress.  You place stress on your body to get an 

adaption that you desire.  We plan that the stress of 

training will yield in a positive adaptation instead of a 

negative one.  So often I see many athletes in racing, 

sport, and in the general population believe that 

training longer and harder is the answer to becoming 

more “fit.”  I will not downplay the importance of 

intensity and training volume, but the organization and 

the preparation must be present to know how your 

body will respond to the training.  By just going 

“harder” or doing more work, you will most likely see 

benefits short-term by raising overall training intensity, 

but it will fall off within a couple months if you solely 

train with more volume and intensity.  This is why 

people get injuries and illness, and overall performance 

will eventually decrease from bad planning. This is 

often referred to as “overtraining” in athletics.     

Training equipment, methods, and exercises are only 

tools in the toolbox.  Every job requires a certain tool.  Just because one method is good during one portion of the 

training year, doesn’t mean it is effective all of the time.  Training can be manipulated in every way and form.  It’s 

a never ending process and cycle that keeps growing as you continue this process. I am hoping to make you think 

more about training and the process as a whole.  Understand that everything has a place and time and how to 

apply training methods and concepts is essential to your own training plan.   

WHAT THIS MANUAL IS NOT 

This eBook is not a description of how to do exercises.  You will only see exercises and quick video links as a 

reference to help make the training methods more useful.  Also, this is not another manual with a generic 

 
M IK E  M C DA DE  

2 0 1 2  E A S T  C O A S T  

A R E N A C R O S S  C H A M P  
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program or some new revolutionary way to “get in shape.”  The training process is much more than just a list of 

exercises and numbers on a paper.  And you will also not be receiving nutritional plans/advice, restoration, injury 

prevention or rehabilitation as these areas deserves their own spotlight because they are extremely important to 

the training process. 

This eBook will lay out a handful of proven training methods that have been around for many years and used in 

other realms of sports training with great success.  We can apply these same methods in Motocross and Off-Road 

Racing to become better at what you do as a racer/rider.  Whether you are training for a National Championship 

or looking to be able to spin a few extra laps with your friends on the weekends, these methods will help make 

that possible.   

TRAIN SMARTER THAN YOUR COMPETITION  

Within this manual, I am going to lay out different training methods from different systems of training.  First, I 

am going to outline effective Aerobic Conditioning Methods.  There are four of them that I find very effective 

and easy to apply in many training situations.  Motocross and Off-Road Racing is extremely aerobic in nature due 

to its continuous bout of exercise requiring oxygen for energy expenditure, so we are only going to focus on 

bringing up your aerobic abilities.  Next, I am going to outline Strength Training Methods that will actually 

increase the strength gains that you are looking for.  Riding a bike requires a bigger strength component than 

most realize considering the current rise of distance training for racing.  All in all, athletes need to at least require 

some sort of general organism strength to compete and function at proper operational levels in their sport.  And 

lastly, I am going to cover a topic that has been truly abused, particularly in Western culture of training, and that 

is Plyometric Training.  We will use plyometrics not for explosive jumping or running, but we will develop 

strength and be able to learn how to absorb force from the track and terrain so we can ride more efficiently and 

rhythmically.   

There is much more of the training process that can and should be explained at a later time, but these training 

methods will be extremely valuable to building a critical foundation for your training program.  
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AEROBIC CONDITIONING METHODS  
 

 
Conditioning for our bodies can be compared to the bikes we ride.  When racing for 30 minutes or 3 hours, the 

bike must be able to withstand the same power output from start to finish.  That is the same goal for our bodies 

as we prepare and train for given events, whether it is a serious competition or just enjoying a day of riding with 

friends.   

There are three primary energy sources the body uses for what we call our energy systems.  Most people think of 

all levels of conditioning as cardio, assuming that as long as you increase your heart rate, break a sweat, or cause 

a burning sensation from repetitive activity, it’s considered “cardio.”  This is an extremely simplistic view of 

conditioning and there are actually many other components to consider when understanding how your body uses 

and expends energy.  

The three primary energy sources are the Aerobic 

System, which uses oxygen as its primary source of fuel, 

lasting up to hours on end.  There is the Anaerobic 

System which can be broken down into two branches, 

the Lactic System which uses glycogen (muscle sugar) as 

its source, lasting 60-90 seconds.  The other is the Alactic 

System which uses creatine-phosphate, allowing for 10-

12 seconds of energy use. 

It’s critical to understand that riding is predominately an 

aerobic sport.  Yes, the anaerobic system comes into play 

in various situations, but a well-developed aerobic system 

will help every other system function and recovery 

efficiently when programmed properly.  We must always 

remember that even at a full-out sprint there is still an 

aerobic component.  When lactic acid builds up, it causes 

an increase in hydrogen ions, which will cause a burning 

sensation in your muscles. Your aerobic system is able to 

clear the lactic acid away, helping you to recover faster 

out on the track.  The main take-away here is that it is important to focus on training methods that will develop 

our aerobic systems, and in this section of the manual I have outlined four methods I find to be extremely 

beneficial for aerobic development. They will not only give you short-term results, but they will also allow you to 

continue to develop months from now.   

The first step in any type of development, however, is determining a baseline. Let’s first review a few easy and 

basic testing protocols that you can use to measure and assess your current state of aerobic fitness.   

 

 

 
AL LE N M E S SE R SM ITH  

M O T O C R O S S  R A C E R  
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TESTING PROTOCOLS 

RESTING HEART RATE 

This is the easiest test to measure and most often, it is a very accurate and reliable source for measuring Aerobic 

Conditioning Levels.  Genetics can play a factor in this protocol, but typically those genetic factors play into how 

well aerobically fit you are.   

Upon waking, take your pulse, or use a heart rate monitor to 

measure your beats per minute (BPM).  It’s important that you 

lay down supine (on your back) and stay relaxed right after 

waking up.  Your initial goal should be below 60 BPM, and as you 

continue to become more aerobically fit, that number should 

decrease.  As a general rule of thumb, you want to strive to be 

below 60, or well below 60 BPM.  Elite athletes, such as Lance Armstrong, can be as low as 30 BPM.  

MAX HEART RATE RECOVERY 

Another great test is to determine how well you can recover after max effort work.  You will need either a piece 

of exercise equipment or the ability to sprint (keep it consistent), and max your heart rate (HR) out until it won’t 

climb any higher (make sure you bring your heart rate up gradually by warming up and steadily increasing it).  

Once you have reached your max HR, stop the exercise and time how long it takes to bring your heart down to 

130 BPM.  If you can bring it down within or close to 60 seconds, that is an indication that you are in excellent 

general endurance.  You just have to make sure you are at max effort work before resting.  This is also extremely 

valuable to improve when trying to control your heart rate on the track (e.g., during and after a crash, getting 

stuck, and experiencing a sudden adrenaline rush).  Being able to recover fast is essential to staying competitive.  

ANAEROBIC THRESHOLD 

This is a valuable method when training to improve Anaerobic Threshold.  I only mention training because this 

number will not always correlate with the true number on the bike or even on race day.  It will most likely be 

higher on your bike due to increased anxiety levels.  However, whatever piece of equipment you train with should 

be the same piece you test with (if you are running then do it running).  To find your threshold, you want to 

perform an activity as fast as possible for 12 minutes straight. The last 6 minutes you want to record your heart 

rate and find your average heart rate.  You also want to look for a range between 5 BPM and not necessarily a 

specific number.  This testing protocol is important for the Anaerobic Threshold Interval Method we will be 

discussing in the next section. 

12 MINUTE TEST 

This test is very simple and in most cases extremely accurate!  Simply perform some sort of aerobic exercise for 

12 minutes and log in the distance you’ve covered.  Almost 100% of the time the more aerobically fit athlete will 

produce more work in that time.  Over time the goal is to increase total distance to correlate with higher aerobic 

levels of conditioning 

Fatigue makes cowards of us all. 

 – Vince Lombardi 
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MOTOCROSS AND OFF-ROAD CONDITIONING METHODS 

Before reviewing each method, let’s first go over the ground rules of Motocross and Off-Road Conditioning: 

• Use a heart rate monitor when performing conditioning sessions.  

• Do not rely on cross training (BMX, Mountain Bike, Jet Skiing) as you’re your main source of conditioning 

– these are sports in and of themselves. 

• Soreness and illness from training is not a prerequisite for progress.  

• You do not have to run or road bike for conditioning. 

• Use equipment that is available and allows you to demonstrate efficiency.  

• Being able to utilize lower, upper, and total body pieces of equipment will be beneficial if available.  

• Use both ends of the spectrum for conditioning; do not spend too much time in low intensity methods or 

too much time in high intensity. 

LSD (LONG SLOW DISTANCE) 

As of late, this method has been under scrutiny, mostly because the latest research shows that short, intense 

intervals yield the same or greater results in less time than the long, slow distance training.  In actuality, short, 

intense training gives you the short-term results, but it is not optimal for annual training plans because the 

results are indeed short-lived.  Such methods can be thought of as skipping the push-ups and heading straight to 

maxing out on the bench press.  If the heart and muscles are not prepared to handle the intensity of blood flow, 

then you will not receive the true benefits of high intensity training when set up with a proper progression.  We 

always want to work on developing your physical abilities and not worry about max intensity until you have to.  

You will see that Long Slow Distance training serves many benefits described below.  

Application and Program: Increase size of left ventricle; improve ability to deliver blood and oxygen to working 

muscles, work capacity, and restoration. 

• 20-60 minutes of aerobic work. 

• Heart Rate should be 120 BPM – 150 BPM. 

• Does not have to be continuous throughout workout, may be broken up. 

• Example: 10 minutes of bike, 2 minute break, consisting of light stretching/mobility and/or abs, 10 

minutes of new exercise choice to break up monotony and to circulate oxygen and blood to various 

muscle groups. 

• 2-4 times a week if resting heart is above 60 BPM or struggle to bring HR to 130 after a minute of max HR 

is reached. 

• More experienced athletes and fitness levels can use this method for active restoration to circulate blood 

and nutrients to damaged muscles 1-2 times a week as needed and/or for aerobic maintenance. 

TEMPO INTERVALS 

I learned this aerobic training method from the late Canadian Sprinters Coach Charlie Francis.  Charlie 

understood that even at the most intense activities there was still an aerobic component.  Being able to transport 

oxygen, energy, blood flow, and being able to sustain warm joints is critical for athletic success.  He also 

understood that training at a medium intensity doesn’t serve much benefit to an athlete.  Either you need to go 
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slow enough to get lower intensity development, or go fast/hard enough to get maximal results.  He found that 

75% - 95% of intense conditioning and speed work would just leave his athletes tired and sore without any true 

positive training effects.  So these intervals were kept at 75% effort or less with active recovery (walking, slow 

pace).  With these types intervals this has also been found to help teach athletes to produce work in a relaxed 

fashion.  The greatest athletes possess the skill to stay relaxed in the most stressful situations. 

Application and Program: Improve work capacity, increased capillary density, increased mitochondria, 

improved relaxed technique of movements, restoration. 

• Intervals at no more than 75% max effort or speed. 

• Intervals at 75% or less effort should last between 15-20 seconds of work. 

• Example Exercises: Relaxed sprinting, bike, rower. 

• 40-60 second rest intervals should be active recovery (more experienced individuals can add abdominal 

work at end of every rep or set). 

• Complete 1-3 times a week, total volume near 20 minutes of work to see positive aerobic adaptions. 

• This is a method of restoration for advanced athletes and fitness levels that should be kept under 15 

minutes of total work. 

• Excellent method for aerobic maintenance.  

• Bonus:  Stationary running in water waist deep is excellent for restoration.  

ANAEROBIC THRESHOLD INTERVALS 

Your anaerobic threshold is that point where your body quits using oxygen as its primary source of energy and 

begins using the anaerobic system to fuel the body.  Remember, this system is beneficial, but to go longer than 

two minutes is almost impossible and you will shortly “gas out” until your heart rate and body can recover.  It is 

therefore important that your anaerobic threshold is well developed and increased as high as possible so we can 

continue to use oxygen at higher heart rates and can continue to produce energy.  It is also important to 

understand that the Anaerobic Threshold is not some magical number but more of a range where the shift to 

Aerobic and Anaerobic takes place.  Another reminder: Test your Anaerobic Threshold using the piece of 

equipment on which you will be training it.  It may change using different pieces of equipment, or training on 

your bike in various environmental factors.  

Application and Program: Improve Anaerobic Threshold to allow your body to produce more oxygen or perform 

more efficiently at higher intensities. 

• You need to first find your anaerobic threshold – there are many methods to finding this, pick the easiest 

one to be most consistent to test and retest for your situation (see Testing Protocols). 

• The anaerobic threshold is simply a range instead of a concrete number, so try and find a range within 5 

BPM to where your body begins to produce lactate. 

• Once finding this, you will want to work at intensity close to your anaerobic threshold (+/- 5 BPM) for 3-10 

minutes of 2-5 sets per workout. 

• Complete or near complete rest between sets is critical (typically 5-10 minutes of active recovery). 

• Best suited for athletes with resting HR below 60 BPM.  

• Should be completed 1-2 times a week. 
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AEROBIC POWER INTERVALS 

Before we review the last conditioning method, let’s do a quick recap: We started off developing the efficiency 

and volume of the heart with LSD.  The tempo intervals then help deliver oxygen and energy to the working 

muscles to be used in the most relaxed state possible.  Next, the anaerobic threshold method helps increase the 

amount oxygen you can use at higher heart rates.  After proper progression of conditioning, the benefits of the 

last method, aerobic power intervals, can be realized.  

Many athletes want to start off by quickly pushing themselves to the limit. However, it is only with proper 

progression of conditioning that you will experience the true benefits from intense methods like this.  This 

method is not meant to be practiced year round; it should only be cycled into your program when needed.   

Application and Program: Improve Max VO2 Output, increase max strength and power of heart, increase 

oxidative abilities of both fast and slow twitch fibers. 

• 12-15 seconds on max effort at a high resistance exercise (Incline Sprints, Prowler, High Resistance Bike). 

• Recovery is based off of HR recovery: Rest until HR is 130-140 BPM. 

• Rest intervals should consist of slow inhales followed by longer exhales to slow down HR (Belly 

Breathing). 

•  6-15 for introductory phase and 15-20 reps per session for maximal aerobic power adaptions. 

• Should be completed 1-2 times per week. 

• This method is not intended for early stages of aerobic development or low fitness levels. 

 

CONCLUSION ON AEROBIC CONDITIONING METHODS  

It should now be evident that the conditioning process is complex, and that it requires many factors to be taken 

into consideration. There are many other effective methods that can be used and the methods above can be 

manipulated in many different ways.  Remember, the methods in this manual are meant to be general guidelines 

that you can apply to yourself.  Keep in mind, it is not about the piece of equipment you are using, it is only a tool.  

Do not fall into the mindset that you must run because “it makes you tougher” and a better racer, or you have to 

cycle because another successful racer cycles.  Being a better rider makes you a better racer, we are just trying to 

make you well-conditioned to do so.  
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STRENGTH TRAINING METHODS 
 

 
Strength Training in Motocross and Off-Road Racing has become one of the most misused and misunderstood 

training topics, mostly due to the widespread of training media within the sport.  As any athlete, it is important to 

develop a certain level of muscular strength.  Strength training is not just about performing 

functional/balance/bodyweight training exercises which should be placed in a rehab setting.  Lifting weights will 

not turn you into a bodybuilder or a powerlifter, nor will you “blow up” or get “too strong.”  

Developing muscular strength can increase race 

performance in several ways: it will help you to man-

handle your bike with more ease (resulting in less net 

energy lost), and it will help you to avoid injuries, 

because strengthened muscles can handle stress more 

effectively.  When training, it is ultimately ineffective to 

develop a tremendous aerobic capacity, but lack the 

ability to squat your body weight on the bar for one 

rep.  As an athlete, you cannot afford to have holes like 

this - if you’re missing this ingredient in your program, 

you are leaving a huge window open for increased 

physical performance.  

Just like all concepts of training, strength takes a long 

time to develop, and so you will need to take a slow and 

steady approach for greatest results. Incorporating 

strength training into your program 2 – 4 days a week is 

considered optimal.   

 

MOTOCROSS AND OFF-ROAD STRENGTH 

TRAINING METHODS 

Before reviewing each method, let’s first go over the ground rules of Motocross and Off-Road Strength Training: 

• Focus on Main Movements; Squat, Bench, Deadlifts, Rowing Variations. 

• Don’t be afraid to lift heavy (eliminate unstable surfaces).  

• Allow for 2-5 minutes for rest between your heavier sets. 

• Allow 3-6 minutes of rest between exercises. 

• Strength Training is not conditioning. 

• Try to increase 5-10 pounds each week on each lift. 

• Or, perform 1-2 more reps at same weight each week. 

• Do not train to failure; allow for 1-2 more reps to be performed. 

 
JE RE M Y  H A ND  

P R O  M O T O C R O S S  

R A C E R  
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GENERAL PHYSICAL PREPAREDNESS (GPP) 

General Physical Preparedness is often one of the most over-abused or underutilized aspects in training, but it 

should be considered the foundation of every athlete’s program.  It is the groundwork for your physical training, 

as it improves fitness levels, imbalances, flexibility, and work capacity (ability to produce work).  These exercises 

are not intended in improving sport skills directly, but they will prepare your body to handle the rigors of the 

training to come.   

In sport training, GPP work often consists of body weight exercises, abdominal work, rehab/prehab exercises, 

strongman exercises, circuit training, and so on.  In most situations, training programs will have a designated GPP 

Phase at the beginning of the off-season to “reboot” your training and start the rebuilding process of your body.  

However, it is important to remember, as well as beneficial, to never completely abandon GPP work altogether, 

and instead manage your training load by simply reducing the overall volume of GPP work needed. 

It must also be clear that general exercises and specific exercises can be organized in many different fashions.  It 

can become so complex, that several books have already been written about exercise selection for sport training.  

Concerning this subject, the main take-away from this eBook should be that it is extremely beneficial to be able 

to perform basic physical skills and work capacity as an athlete, before moving on to more intense methods. 

Guidelines 

• Perform 3 sets of 20 or more push-ups. 

• Hold a plank hold for 60 seconds. 

• Execute at least 3 sets of 20 bodyweight squats without any fatigue.  

• Be able to perform 20-30 minutes of LSD Conditioning. 

If any of these points seem at all challenging to you, you need to stay in this phase until you can complete these 

with ease. 

 

MAX EFFORT & REPETITION METHOD 

I wanted to cover these two methods together because they can be used separate or in unison.  Again, like all 

aspects of training, there are many methods and tactics. The following should be used as guidelines, with three 

variations for each of the main movement patterns to develop general organism strength using both methods. 

Guidelines  Max Effort Repetition 

Weight % of 1 RM 80-100% 60-80% 
Reps Per Set 1-5 6-10 
Recovery Time 2-5 minutes 45 seconds-2 minutes 
Frequency 1-3 times a week 1-2 times a week 
Key Benefits Develop Max Neurological Strength Develop Muscle Size 
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Squat Variations 

 Goblet Squat 

 Back Squat 

 Front Squat 

 

 

 

Bench Variations 

 Bench Press 

 DB Bench Press 

 Incline Bench 

Deadlift Variations 

 Conventional Deadlift 

 Trap Bar Deadlift 

 Romanian Deadlift  

 

ACCESSORY EXERCISES  

Accessory lifts should be developed after your main lifts are completed or on less intense days.  These lifts 

generally do not place a great deal of stress on your system, but if you spend too much time developing these 

movements they will begin to take away energy from your more important lifts, as well as your riding capacity.  

Accessory lifts are your basic GPP exercises to help strengthen the weak areas in your body (i.e., shoulders, low 

back, glutes, etc.) 

Some sort of row or pulling motion must be included at least 

twice a week as well as your abdominal exercises which should 

be performed at least three times a week.  All of the other 

exercises should be only performed as needed.  Think of the 

areas in your body that are less developed or where you quickly 

feel fatigue set-in when riding your bike.  For example, if you 

feel that your chest is strong and your low back is weak, but you 

continue to do additional chest building exercises on top of 

bench pressing, then you are essentially wasting time on 

something that is already developed and not enough time 

bringing up low back erectors. 

Guidelines 

• 2-5 exercises. 

• 2-4 sets per exercise. 

• 8-20 reps per set. 

• 1-3 times a week. 

• 30-90 seconds rest interval. 

 

 

 

 

STRENGTH is never a weakness. 

 – Mark Bell 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5mO3JzFi2Qc&list=PL1hRwKFTy7_cUC4Rd3DMJaCmv5gYZkUAH
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_7_sCj4yjBc&list=PL1hRwKFTy7_cUC4Rd3DMJaCmv5gYZkUAH
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nIAhT0bjWPo&list=PL1hRwKFTy7_cUC4Rd3DMJaCmv5gYZkUAH
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p4ZsLRAN4eA&list=PL1hRwKFTy7_cUC4Rd3DMJaCmv5gYZkUAH
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QRWJZDCqj8M&list=PL1hRwKFTy7_cUC4Rd3DMJaCmv5gYZkUAH
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9GaYOf2pwy4&list=PL1hRwKFTy7_cUC4Rd3DMJaCmv5gYZkUAH&index=43
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ziUcMxCu5P8&list=PL1hRwKFTy7_cUC4Rd3DMJaCmv5gYZkUAH&index=22
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0yZIvcFLs5w&list=PL1hRwKFTy7_cUC4Rd3DMJaCmv5gYZkUAH
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OLapKB21L1o&list=PL1hRwKFTy7_cUC4Rd3DMJaCmv5gYZkUAH
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Here is a short list of some of my favorite accessory movements that I like my riders to perform: 

 

Pull Variations 

 Chest Supported Row 

 Kroc Row 

 Bent Over Snatch Grip Row 

 Pull Ups 

Shoulders 

 Dumbbell Front Raises 

 Band Pull Aparts 

 Reverse DB Fly’s 

Posterior Chain (Glutes, Low Back, Hamstrings) 

 Hip Thrusts/Bridges 

 Back Extensions 

 45 Degree Reverse Hyper 

 Glute/Ham Raise 

 

 

 

 

 

Quadriceps  

 Lunges  

 Bulgarian Split Squats 

 Step Ups  

Calves 

 3 Way Calf Raises 

 DB Calf Raises 

 BB Calf Raises 

Neck 

 4 Way Neck 

 DB Shrugs 

 Manual Neck 

Abdominals 

 Front/Side Planks 

 McGill Sit Ups 

 Straight Leg Raises 

 Bird Dogs 

 MB Sit Ups 

 MB Twisties 

 

TEMPO METHOD 

This method can be extremely effective for the Motocross and Off-Road athlete.  Once you have acquired 

optimal strength levels, you could begin to implement this method into your program.   

This method will consist of using multi-joint exercises like the Squat, Bench, RDL, and/or Rowing Variation.  You 

will slow the pace of the movement down to 2 seconds eccentrically (lowering phase) and 2 seconds 

concentrically (up phase) with submaximal weights.  It is important while performing this method to do so with 

continuous breathing to circulate oxygen to working muscles.  Carrying out 2-4 sets of 8-12 reps with a rest 

interval of 45 seconds between sets will be adequate for executing this method.  You should only perform this 

method 1-2 times a week. 

Once your muscle fibers have become strong enough to where you are satisfied, this method will help promote 

oxygen and blood flow to the muscles and help develop the oxidative qualities of your slow twitch fibers.  What 

does this mean?  In theory, if done properly, your muscles will be able to utilize oxygen as energy and use it to 

help circulate waste while under stress—an extreme bonus during a race.  

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pcznDTKCYJ8&list=PL1hRwKFTy7_cUC4Rd3DMJaCmv5gYZkUAH
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nzhBalGAcHU&list=PL1hRwKFTy7_cUC4Rd3DMJaCmv5gYZkUAH
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=twTbM5xF-g4&list=PL1hRwKFTy7_cUC4Rd3DMJaCmv5gYZkUAH
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w9uUm2vnEfo&list=PL1hRwKFTy7_cUC4Rd3DMJaCmv5gYZkUAH
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Tw9N5goepvA&list=PL1hRwKFTy7_cUC4Rd3DMJaCmv5gYZkUAH&index=35
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r2dJc4lZPiA&list=PL1hRwKFTy7_cUC4Rd3DMJaCmv5gYZkUAH
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D-0aB3YN_7w&list=PL1hRwKFTy7_cUC4Rd3DMJaCmv5gYZkUAH
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UVcN6YpzOpI&list=PL1hRwKFTy7_cUC4Rd3DMJaCmv5gYZkUAH
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vGAJQN1XApY&list=PL1hRwKFTy7_cUC4Rd3DMJaCmv5gYZkUAH&index=32
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uvZLiXtRq7o&list=PL1hRwKFTy7_cUC4Rd3DMJaCmv5gYZkUAH
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ziUcMxCu5P8&list=PL1hRwKFTy7_cUC4Rd3DMJaCmv5gYZkUAH&index=22
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ux15RkIzM1Y&list=PL1hRwKFTy7_cUC4Rd3DMJaCmv5gYZkUAH
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8ivKHHXyqqk&list=PL1hRwKFTy7_cUC4Rd3DMJaCmv5gYZkUAH
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pqD_MRMvxQQ&list=PL1hRwKFTy7_cUC4Rd3DMJaCmv5gYZkUAH
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XP9WcidVBIM&list=PL1hRwKFTy7_cUC4Rd3DMJaCmv5gYZkUAH&index=45
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AsZYomfzXYE&list=PL1hRwKFTy7_cUC4Rd3DMJaCmv5gYZkUAH&index=46
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JRFfduA9_uQ&list=PL1hRwKFTy7_cUC4Rd3DMJaCmv5gYZkUAH
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kR7P3xkQgu8&list=PL1hRwKFTy7_cUC4Rd3DMJaCmv5gYZkUAH
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E3MEtaG8bVI&list=PL1hRwKFTy7_cUC4Rd3DMJaCmv5gYZkUAH
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DLP_DeK6saQ&list=PL1hRwKFTy7_cUC4Rd3DMJaCmv5gYZkUAH&index=47
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=69XaNea-hSo&list=PL1hRwKFTy7_cUC4Rd3DMJaCmv5gYZkUAH
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XXi6WqV6DeM&list=PL1hRwKFTy7_cUC4Rd3DMJaCmv5gYZkUAH
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YCbhq9r8KUk&list=PL1hRwKFTy7_cUC4Rd3DMJaCmv5gYZkUAH
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xc-u5PxOk4c&list=PL1hRwKFTy7_cUC4Rd3DMJaCmv5gYZkUAH&index=44
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kTr7bFD4zH8&list=PL1hRwKFTy7_cUC4Rd3DMJaCmv5gYZkUAH
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1B1WwhImHQI&list=PL1hRwKFTy7_cUC4Rd3DMJaCmv5gYZkUAH
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PLYOMETRIC TRAINING METHODS  
 

 
Plyometrics is the ability to absorb a force acted on the body and return the force as stored energy in the muscles 

and tendons.  If you could imagine running on the road and your foot striking the ground quickly, then popping 

off back into the air, that is considered a plyometric.  However, running does not serve enough stimuli to improve 

more forceful impacts created amongst other athletic sports, so we need to create exercises that can do so with 

training. 

You may be asking yourself how this has anything to do 

with riding a motorcycle.  The answer is simple: other 

than developing general athletic developmental skills, 

proper plyometric training can help absorb forces 

caused by the motorcycle that can carry into your body, 

otherwise causing a shock effect.  Your suspension can 

only absorb so much force; the rest is up to you.  

Imagine jumping a jump and having a nice smooth 

downside to land on—this would cause much stress to 

the body. Now imagine jumping a jump and landing on 

flat ground—this would create a major stress on the 

body. Your knees and hips would probably somewhat 

collapse; your back and upper body would feel a shock, 

as your head may have simulated a whiplash effect.  

Other than Supercross/Arenacross style races where 

preloading is done consecutively, plyometrics can be 

used to help develop the ability to apply force onto the 

bike to create a more forceful preload.   

 

MOTOCROSS AND OFF-ROAD PLYOMETRIC TRAINING METHODS 

Before reviewing each method, let’s first go over the ground rules of Motocross and Off-Road Plyometric 

Training: 

• Movements must be as explosive as possible. 

• Complete rest, or near complete rest, between sets is crucial for development. 

• Must be performed early on in training session when you are the most fresh. 

• Hips must be fully extended on each lower body jump. 

• Elbows must be fully extended on each upper body push. 

• You must land in positions that would allow you to jump or push off again. 

• It takes months to years to be able to perform perfect plyometrics. 

M IK E  BO GGI A  

M U L T I - T I M E  N A T I O N A L   

V I N T A G E  C H A M P  
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BOX JUMPS/EXPLOSIVE BOX PUSH UP  

These two exercises are the foundation of plyometrics, and must be mastered in order to prepare ourselves for 

the actual training.  Starting from the ground, we want to jump or do a push-up so our body leaves the ground 

and we land on a higher elevated object.  This will developing explosive power we to help create speed of the 

movement.  Landing on an elevated object will decrease the amount of force (shock) and will allow you to land 

soft and in a proper position that will allow you to prepare for another take off. 

 Box Jump 

 Box Push Ups 

 

ALTITUDE LANDINGS (LOWER/UPPER) 

This exercise will now teach you the opposite of what we just learned.  Instead of creating speed, we will now 

learn how to absorb force.  For lower body altitude landings, we will choose a height between 18-36 inches and 

stand on top of it.  We will step off the edge and catch ourselves in an athletic position on the ground.  Hips will 

be sitting back; our backs will be straight with head and chest up, landing with heels slightly off the ground, 

landing soft and keep toes pulled back towards your shins.  For the upper body altitude landings, we will begin on 

two other elevated objects between 6-12 inches to start.  We will start in a push-up position with hands now 

starting on top of the objects and will quickly shift the hands inside and catch ourselves in a push up positing with 

elbows bent at 90 degrees.  

 Altitude Landings 

 Altitude Push Ups  

 
 

A Note about Plyometrics: Using this manual, we will only be performing vertical lower body forces, as they will 

have a much higher rate of transfer in the sport of Motocross and Off-Road events.  For the upper body, we will 

only be using horizontal forces as they will serve the highest transfer of force within the sport.  Note that 

plyometrics can be manifested in many forms and means for physical preparation across the entire sports 

spectrum. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8zjBv-CW4sQ&list=PL1hRwKFTy7_cUC4Rd3DMJaCmv5gYZkUAH&index=42
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8EE_FftgREk&list=PL1hRwKFTy7_cUC4Rd3DMJaCmv5gYZkUAH&index=38
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=10CYfJP3SKo&list=PL1hRwKFTy7_cUC4Rd3DMJaCmv5gYZkUAH
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mL2rWWlQUoc&list=PL1hRwKFTy7_cUC4Rd3DMJaCmv5gYZkUAH
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VERTICAL JUMPS/EXPLOSIVE PUSH-UPS 

You’ve learned how to create speed and absorb force, and these exercises will now combine the two.  During this 

method, you will stand and jump as high as possible and land in a proper position, just like the altitude landings.  

For upper body will do one explosive push-up so that hands will come off the ground and catch you, with elbows 

bent at 90 degrees to reset for the next rep. 

 Vertical Jump 

 Explosive Push Up 

 

PLYO JUMPS/PLYO PUSH-UPS 

Finally, we now can create enough stimuli and be able to absorb force from the ground and gravity, load the 

muscles up with energy, and use it as force in the opposite direction, in all less than a quarter of a second.  This 

method is extremely simple, but very effective.  For the lower body we will be performing consecutive reps just 

like the vertical jumps, but with minimal ground contact.  If you cannot perform these without letting your heels 

touch the ground or you lose the technique, then you are not ready for this yet.  You want to jump on ground 

(preferably not concrete; rubber, carpeted, soft flooring is optimal).  For upper body we will be performing 

explosive push-ups where our hands come off the ground or off of an elevated object.  If you can’t have your 

hands come off the ground without manipulating your torso to pick your hands off the ground or object then you 

are not ready for this method yet. 

 Plyo Jumps 

 Plyo Push Ups (Bench) 

 

LOW INTENSITY PLYOMETRICS  

We can also perform these same methods in a low intensity manor.  The jumps will be less than 75% effort, but 

still maintain minimal ground contact.  For upper body push-ups we can do the same movements but at an 

elevated angle.   

Guidelines 

• Transition from jump training to plyometric training. 

• Use on low intensity training days to promote blood flow and recovery. 

• Condition yourself to perform this activity in a rhythmic movement patterns: 

 Low Intensity Plyo Jumps 

 Low Intensity Plyo Push Ups 

 

 

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QCVkclbwGmQ&list=PL1hRwKFTy7_cUC4Rd3DMJaCmv5gYZkUAH
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=36HWY7Al-5o&list=PL1hRwKFTy7_cUC4Rd3DMJaCmv5gYZkUAH
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gbdL-IIk3jY&list=PL1hRwKFTy7_cUC4Rd3DMJaCmv5gYZkUAH
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aDYHwrG6l2Q&list=PL1hRwKFTy7_cUC4Rd3DMJaCmv5gYZkUAH&index=39
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8MPuaTnaIX4&list=PL1hRwKFTy7_cUC4Rd3DMJaCmv5gYZkUAH
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=piZdCrvsYnw&list=PL1hRwKFTy7_cUC4Rd3DMJaCmv5gYZkUAH
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AEROBIC PLYOMETRIC METHOD  

I learned this method from another Physical Preparation Coach, Joel Jamieson.  Once we have properly 

developed explosive power and can absorb force properly, we can then add a “conditioning” effect so we can be 

good at repeating these forces.  What will happen is we can begin to oxidize the fast twitch muscles so we can 

get oxygen to the working muscles.  For this method, you will use reactive vertical jumps and incline push-ups 

with repeated timed efforts at a moderate intensity level.  

Guidelines 

• Perform 2-5 sets of 5-10 reps (10-20 seconds per rep). 

• Rest between reps, 15-30 seconds. 

• Rest between sets, 2-5 minutes. 

• Do not let HR increase past your anaerobic threshold (AnT). 

 Aerobic Plyo Jumps 

 Aerobic Incline Plyo Push Ups 

 

CONCLUSION ON PLYOMETRICS 

Be aware that it can take months, if not years, to be able to perform plyometrics correctly.  But, when they are 

properly used, they can be highly effective for racers. Being able to absorb force in proper positions will enable 

you to be more efficient and ultimately use less energy.  Again, these methods are very simple, helpful, and 

effective if you take your time and learn how to do them properly.   

  

 

Human adaptation to every kind of change 

in the external environment is based on 

body’s reaction in establishing a new status 

of equilibrium between the body and the 

external environment.  

– Dr. Yuri Verkhoshansky 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Sz8NDSYScF8&list=PL1hRwKFTy7_cUC4Rd3DMJaCmv5gYZkUAH
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=piZdCrvsYnw&list=PL1hRwKFTy7_cUC4Rd3DMJaCmv5gYZkUAH&index=41
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PUTTING IT ALL TOGETHER 
 

 
At this point, you now have all the essential tools in your 

training arsenal.  It’s now time to understand how to 

organize them, and use them in the most effective way 

for your own personal program.  We will review 

periodization, or how to use the above methods in a 

training session, training week, and training blocks.   

Numerous books have been written on the topic of 

training blocks, but it’s important to note that in this 

eBook, we will use a block of training to simply identify 

training goals.  Each block should have a primary goal and 

a secondary goal for what you want to 

accomplish/improve.  We cannot improve all training 

qualities at once (unless you have a very low level of 

fitness to begin with) or we will become average at 

everything.  Meaning we cannot improve riding, max 

strength, conditioning, and plyometrics all at once, with 

maximal emphasis on each.  But, we can train them at the 

same time—known as vertical integration— by 

prioritizing different aspects of training through 

manipulating volume and effort of different training 

abilities.  

We will review four different training blocks that can potentially take you through a full year of training.  Each 

block prioritizes goals differently, and we’ll review which areas to either maximize or decrease your efforts or in a 

typical training program.  Before designing blocks, let’s first discuss how to organize each session.  

 

ORGANIZING YOUR TRAINING SESSIONS 

Before organizing any training session, it is essential to first recognize and identify training priorities.  Is our main 

goal to develop strength or conditioning?  If it’s conditioning, then we should place that first in the session or 

have our own separate training session for it.  If it’s strength, we should perform that first and allow for a lower 

intensity conditioning method to be put at the end of the session as a secondary goal, and it might be a means to 

promote recovery.  It also should be noted that if you are going to have some sort of plyometric exercise in your 

session, it should be performed before all other activities almost all of the time, because that is when your 

readiness is the highest for training. 

In terms of volume, it too should reflect your main priority: if strength development is your main priority, then 

the majority of your overall volume should be strength development.  You can still perform aerobic and 

 
JA SO N TH O M A S  

2 0 1 2  &  2 0 1 5  G N C C  X C 2  C H A M P  
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plyometric exercises, but the volume should be less than the main focus.  This is also true for other training 

techniques, including riding.   

Let’s now examine a few example training sessions. 

EXAMPLE TRAINING DAYS 

Priority: Aerobic Conditioning 

Order Example 1 Example 2 Example 3 Example 4 

1 Aerobic  Plyos Aerobic Plyos  

2 Strength Aerobic N/A Aerobic 

3 N/A Strength N/A N/A 

 

 

Priority: Strength Development  

Order Example 1 Example 2 Example 3 Example 4 

1 Strength Plyos Strength Plyos  
2 Aerobic Strength N/A Strength 
3 N/A Aerobic N/A N/A 

 

 

ORGANIZING THE TRAINING WEEK 

For weekly training, there are two styles of weekly training templates that I find especially useful for many 

athletes in the Motocross and Off-Road World.  

The first model is setting up a training week based on Priority Workouts.  In short, you set your workouts up with 

the most important training sessions/methods that you want to achieve early in the week when you can fit them 

in.  If you can get the most important work in for the week, then it won’t be as big of a loss if you are unable to 

train on the less important priorities in that week.  Priority Workouts are great for individuals who have a hectic 

lifestyle with work, family, or when trying to plan riding days around weather or availability.  Sometimes life gets 

in the way, and we have to get the work in when we can.   

If you are able to better predict your week and follow a more rigid schedule, an effective training template is the 

High/Low Model where you will perform a high stress day followed by a low stress day or off day.  So you place all 

high intensity effort exercises/methods in one day, and place lower intensity exercises/methods on another day 

to allow for recovery from high stress days.  If you would like to learn more about The High/Low Model you can 

read my articles at Racer X Virtual Trainer Part 1, Part 2, and Part 3.   

 

 

 

http://www.racerxvt.com/article/highlow-training-model-for-motocross
http://www.racerxvt.com/article/highlow-training-model-for-motocross---part-2
http://www.racerxvt.com/article/highlow-training-model-for-motocross---part-3
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GPP TRAINING BLOCK 

This block will most likely take place at the end of your competition year and/or throughout breaks during your 

season as needed.  GPP Work is very simple and straight forward, as you want to go back to basics and simply 

rebuild yourself from the ground up.  We want to think about fixing old injuries, developing general strength, and 

improving aerobic capacity to help set ourselves for the training to come.  This phase can last anywhere from 2-8 

weeks depending on your current status, and how much time you think you need to spend here (competition 

schedule may affect this as well).  A general rule of thumb to follow is this: if your fitness levels are already high, 

you will need to spend less time in this phase of training. 

Training Abilities Training Priority 

Riding Low 

Low Intensity Conditioning (LSD, Tempo) High 

High Intensity Conditioning (AnT, Power Intervals Low 

GPP Exercises High 

Max Effort Strength  Low 

Repetition Strength Low/Med 

Accessory Exercises Med/High 

Tempo Strength Method Low 

Jump Training (Box Jumps, Jumps, Altitude Landings) Low/Med 

Plyometrics (Plyo Jumps, Plyo Push Ups) Low 

Aerobic Plyometrics Low 

 

 

GENERAL TRAINING BLOCK 

The general training block is designed to maximize areas where you need it the most.  If you want to develop 

strength or aerobic fitness levels from the previous year(s), then this is the time to optimize whatever it is you 

want to improve.  Primarily, this is a great time to develop max strength while still slowly developing aerobic 

system.  This block should last from 4-12 weeks, maximizing general gains.  From a riding standpoint, you should 

be trying to get back on your bike (depending on weather, availability to ride) and logging in ride time, testing, 

and perfecting technique. 

Training Abilities Training Priority 

Riding Med 

Low Intensity Conditioning (LSD, Tempo) High 

High Intensity Conditioning (AnT, Power Intervals) Low/Med 

GPP Exercises Med 

Max Effort Strength  Med/High 

Repetition Strength Med/High 

Accessory Exercises High 

Tempo Strength Method Low 

Jump Training (Box Jumps, Jumps, Altitude Landings) Med/High 

Plyometrics (Plyo Jumps, Plyo Push Ups) Low/Med 

Aerobic Plyometrics Low 
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SPECIFIC TRAINING BLOCK 

This training block is ideal when you’re ready to increase the intensity and start narrowing in on competition.  

Your volume of riding should be at its highest targeting skills and demands.  As the intensity of conditioning 

increases, recovery will be of upmost importance between training sessions. At this point, you should have 

developed the strength and aerobic capacity needed, and it’s time to put it to use and maximize our hard work 

over the off-season to super charge our efforts and get our bodies ready for competition.  This block should 

typically last between 4-8 weeks.   

Note that if off-season physical fitness training has been properly executed you can minimize all physical training 

abilities and spend 2-3 weeks specifically on just riding while using the gym as a source of recovery and 

maintenance.   

Training Abilities Training Priority 

Riding High 

Low Intensity Conditioning (LSD, Tempo) Low/Med 

High Intensity Conditioning (AnT, Power Intervals Med/High 

GPP Exercises Low 

Max Effort Strength  Med 

Repetition Strength Low/Med 

Accessory Exercises Low/Med 

Tempo Strength Method Med/High 

Jump Training (Box Jumps, Jumps, Altitude Landings) Low/Med 

Plyometrics (Plyo Jumps, Plyo Push Ups) Med/High 

Aerobic Plyometrics Med/High 
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IN-SEASON TRAINING 

Once your season has begun, this really becomes an individual process.  It is now time to maintain your current 

training levels as much as possible all season long.  Depending on the length of your season, you may have to 

reintroduce some more intense methods to bring the training abilities back up to finish the season strong, 

however, this truly depends on the individual and the structure of the season.  In short and all things considered, 

riding should be the highest priority at this point, and physical training days should be 2-3 days a week.  The 

volume of physical training should be as low as possible to allow for recovery and maximizing time and effort 

practicing during the week.  The chart below is organized as strictly maintaining training abilities throughout the 

year.   

Training Abilities Training Priority 

Riding High 

Low Intensity Conditioning (LSD, Tempo) Med 

High Intensity Conditioning (AnT, Power Intervals) Low 

GPP Exercises Low 

Max Effort Strength  Med 

Repetition Strength Med/High 

Accessory Exercises Low/Med 

Tempo Strength Method Low/Med 

Jump Training (Box Jumps, Jumps, Altitude Landings) Med 

Plyometrics (Plyo Jumps, Plyo Push Ups) Low/Med 

Aerobic Plyometrics Med 

 

WEEKEND WARRIORS 

If you’re training to enjoy a weekend of riding with friends, your overall training goal should still remain the same: 

the ability to do more work (riding) at a higher rate which will result in more fun riding with your friends.  Here is 

how to get the most out of your training for recreational riding.    

Training Abilities Training Priority 

Riding N/A 

Low Intensity Conditioning (LSD, Tempo) Med/High 

High Intensity Conditioning (AnT, Power Intervals Low/Med 

GPP Exercises Med/High 

Max Effort Strength  Low/Med 

Repetition Strength Med 

Accessory Exercises Med/High 

Tempo Strength Method Low 

Jump Training (Box Jumps, Jumps, Altitude Landings) Low/Med 

Plyometrics (Plyo Jumps, Plyo Push Ups) Low 

Aerobic Plyometrics Low/Med 
* N/A = Not Applicable; Riding is designated N/A, because you are not training to compete, but for recreation purposes.  
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CONCLUSION ON PUTTING IT ALL TOGETHER 

As you can see, programming can be a very complex subject, but it all comes down to one important first step: 

identifying your goals.  When designing your own programs, focus on keeping it as simple as possible and 

progress slowly.  Record your progress and do not 

hop around programs week to week.  Be patient 

and let your body learn and adapt to your training.  

Remember, you can always add volume later, but 

you can never take back what you put in (less is 

sometimes more).  So again, do not get caught up 

in adding a bunch of extra “stuff” in your program 

and realize there is no perfect program. 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Chase performance, not fatigue. 

 – Christian Thibaudeau 
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FINAL THOUGHTS 
 

 
Training is a long-term process, and requires patience and persistence.  As you begin your training, remember to 

start off small and build momentum in your training by tracking results and progress.  Be honest with yourself 

about your strengths and weaknesses, and remember your body likes to learn and adapt to stress, it does not like 

sudden changes.  The more you learn about yourself and how you respond to training, the better you will be able 

to adjust your training and become skilled in identifying what you need.   

There are far too many forms of dirtbike racing, age groups, levels, types of riders, weather considerations, and 

many other variables that can affect racing performance.  General training programs simply do not work, 

because they cannot appropriately account for all said variables.  To truly succeed, you must examine your own 

set of variables and apply the training methods outlined in this eBook in a way that works for you.  The end result 

will be an individualized training program for you and your racing career. 

This eBook is the first in what I hope to be a series of 

other resources and tools to be used by coaches and 

athletes alike.  Please feel free to contact me with 

questions, or with an update on how you are applying 

these methods and techniques in your own training 

program.  The most important part of your training will 

be in the process, and watching your own growth and 

development can be the most rewarding part.  
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